Amarin Privacy Policy
Data Protection and Privacy Statement
General statement
Amarin respects your privacy and values the relationship we have with you. Your visits to our websites
are subject to this Privacy policy. This Privacy policy describes the types of information we collect, how
we may use that information, and with whom we may share it. This policy also describes the measures
we take to protect the security of this information as well as how you may reach us to update your
contact information, remove your name from our mailing list or ask us any questions.
While you can browse the websites without providing personally identifiable information (“PII”) you
may choose to voluntarily provide us with PII. So for example, each time you visit one of our websites,
two general levels of information about your visit can be retained. The first level comprises statistical
and other analytical information collected on an aggregate and non-individual specific basis of all
browsers who visit the site. The second is information which is personal or particular to a specific visitor
who knowingly chooses to provide that information.
First level data: The first level of data collected by us, the statistical and analytical information, provides
general and not individually specific information about the number of people who visit the website; the
number of people who return to this site; the pages that they visit; where they were before they came
to this site and the page in the site at which they exited. This information helps us monitor traffic on our
websites so that we can manage the site’s capacity and efficiency. It also helps us to understand which
parts of the site are most popular and generally to assess user behavior and characteristics in order to
measure interest in and use of the various areas of the site.
Within this first level of data are cookies, web beacons, web server logs and IP addresses. A "cookie" is a
small data file transferred by a website to your computer's hard drive. Cookies also enable web server
logs to track detailed information about how you are navigating through our websites. Cookies are
typically classified as either "session" cookies or "permanent" cookies.




"Session" cookies do not stay on your computer after you leave a website or close your browser.
The aggregate information collected permits us to analyze traffic patterns on our sites. This can
enable us over time to provide a better experience on our sites by improving content or
personalization and making our sites easier to use.
"Permanent" cookies are those that remain on your computer. They are used to facilitate
personalization and registration services. "Permanent" cookies can be manually removed by the
user.

Most browsers automatically accept cookies by default, but you can usually refuse all cookies,
selectively accept certain cookies or be notified when a cookie is being sent to your browser by adjusting
the preferences in your browser. If you turn off cookies, there may be some features of our sites that
will not be available to you and some Web pages may not display properly.
Web beacon is an electronic image, called a single-pixel (1x1) or clear GIF. Web beacons can recognize
certain types of information on a visitor's computer, such as a visitor's cookie number, time and date of

a page view, and a description of the page where the Web beacon is placed. You may render some Web
beacons unusable by rejecting their associated cookies.
Your computer is assigned an IP address that uniquely identifies your device and distinguishes it from
other computers on the Internet. The IP addresses allow computers and servers to recognize and
communicate with each other. We collect IP addresses in order to conduct system administration. We
report this information in the aggregate to our affiliates, business partners and vendors whereby they
can then conduct site analysis and review website performance.
Personally Identifiable Information (“PII”): The second level of data collected by us, is personal patient
information, such as through the “Register Here” or "Contact Us" pages or any other area where you
may sign up for information, request a service or benefit, send e-mails, provide feedback, etc. By
choosing to participate in any part of the website where you provide us affirmatively with any type of
PII, you are granting Amarin the right to use the information relating to, or provided by, you for its
purposes. This information you voluntarily provide will be used by Amarin for:
i.
ii.
iii.

the purposes for which it was provided by you;
verification purposes and statistical analysis; and
marketing and administration purposes.

If you would prefer that we not collect any PII from you, please do not provide us with any, since if you
do provide it we will consider that you have granted us the right to use it. Also, if you wish to prevent
cookies from tracking you anonymously as you navigate our sites, you can reset your browser to refuse
all cookies or to indicate when a cookie is being sent to your computer. Apart from information you
voluntarily give to us (for example, by emailing us, or registering with us), our websites do not
automatically collect PII. Any information you provide via our websites (or associated phone call-in
services) in this way is for Amarin-dedicated use, shared internally and with those vendors that have a
need to know. These third party vendors may be provided with access to PII and other information to
perform their functions but may not use or disclose the information other than on our behalf and in
accordance with this policy. Amarin demands that all uses be in line with the purpose for which you
provided it. Note that we may disclose PII in connection with the sale, assignment or other transfer of
the business of the site to which the data relates as well as to comply with any applicable law,
regulation, legal process or government request without advance notice to you. In addition, we may
disclose information that we believe in our sole opinion is necessary or appropriate to prevent physical
harm, financial loss or needed in connection with stopping or preventing illegal or unethical behavior.
Ownership of Materials on the Websites: The contents of our websites including all articles,
photographs and information belong to Amarin Pharma Inc. Thus you should assume that everything
you see or read on our sites is copyrighted and may not be used without the express written permission
of Amarin. Nothing contained on our sites should be construed as granting by implication or otherwise
any license or right to use any Amarin materials or intellectual property except that you may download
or print materials for non-commercial, personal use only materials from these sites; provided that you
do not distribute, modify, transmit, reuse, repost or share the content with others. The rights to any
trademark logos and service marks displayed on the sites are the property of Amarin.
Age restrictions: You must be 18 years of age or older to use our products or to obtain company
benefits related to assisting your use of the products. The product(s) described on our sites is not
intended for or suitable for use on persons under 18 years of age.

Managing your preferences: You have several choices regarding your use of our websites. You could
decide not to submit any PII at all by not entering it into any forms or data fields on our sites and not
using any available personalized services. If you choose to submit PII, you have the right to see and
correct your data at any time by accessing the application. Certain sites may ask for your permission for
certain uses of your information and you can agree to or decline those uses. If you opt-in for particular
services or communications, such as an e-newsletter, you will be able to unsubscribe at any time by
following the instructions included in each communication. If you decide to unsubscribe from a service
or communication, we will work to remove your information promptly, although we may require
additional information before we can process your request.
As described above, if you wish to prevent cookies from tracking you anonymously as you navigate our
sites, you can reset your browser to refuse all cookies or to indicate when a cookie is being sent.
Contact Us
Should you have any queries regarding any privacy issues you may have, or should you wish to access/
amend/ or erase any of your personal details, please contact us.

